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A RETROSPECTIVE 
On ondemand CRYPTOFICTION 

Karen Russo (b. 1974) is an artist based in London. Her work uses document and 
narrative in an exploration of how knowledge, perception, and culture intertwine 
the rational with the obscure. By tracing marginalized practices, obscure 
phenomena and esoteric forms of knowledge she addresses the legacy of 
transgressive means for understanding the unseen and the unknown. Russo has 
been exhibited in venues including Barbican Centre; Hayward Gallery; Tate 
Modern; Delfina; Oberhausen Film Festival, Ann Arbor Film Festival, Kino Kino 
Centre for Contemporary Art, Sandnes; STILLS - Scotland’s Centre for 
Photography; Busan Biennial; Montevideo, Amsterdam; Große Kunstschau 
Museum, Worpswede; Haus der Kulturen Der Welt, Berlin; Krefeld Museum, 
Krefeld; Tel-Aviv Museum; the Israel Museum, Jerusalem; CCA Tel-Aviv and 
more.
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 Flags of Love by Molly Haviland
Passing Through by Emma Cheung
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Junkerhaus (2019)
16mm film, B&W / sound, 7:30 min

Junkerhaus is shot in the residence of Karl Junker (1850-1912) who dedicated his life to building his house in Lemgo, 
Germany. With elaborate woodwork covering surfaces throughout, he had made his artists’ house his life’s work – a 
built manifesto of a creative solitude. Junker cocooned himself within wood carvings which extended over all floors, 
furniture and into all corners like a spider’s web. The profusion of tangled motifs creates a fascinating yet oppressive 
effect – all the more bizarre since Junker designed it as a family house but lived there all by himself. The film 
emphasises the porousness of the division between the imagined and the real in the fantastic world that Junker 
had invented. Reflections, projections and changes in light form abstract shapes which animate surfaces and structures, 
producing a psychological portrait that offers a new appreciation of Junker’s architecture as mystical and visionary 
experience. With its nuanced use of 16mm film’s grain and texture, it reimagines the house’s interior as if it were a 
kind of organic body while connecting it to the natural world of the German forest and landscape; the lattices of 
branches and brambles echoed in the trellised structures of Junker’s interiors. In Junkerhaus, bodies and buildings, 
and matter and memory, constantly interact and combine, creating a psychological retreat that is found outside of 
establishment Structures. 
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Haus Atlantis (2016)
 16mm film, B&W / Colour / Sound, 9:38 min

Haus Atlantis conjures a glittering sci-fi fairy tale from one of the stranger corners of Nazi Germany’s cultural history. Through voice over, archival images, documentary 
footage and fictional scenes, we learn of a society marooned in “a psychic disaster zone”. The oceans have dried up and people are ‘seasick’, convinced that they once lived in 
Atlantis. The visual accompaniment to this, progresses through old black and white photographs of bombed-out streets and footage of marshy countryside. Ruined buildings 
and boats are abandoned in a desert. Busts and statues of classical gods and heroes revolve against darkness, cast adrift from chronology or geographic context. The recurring 
image is the interior of a building as magnificent as an ocean liner. Its treasures include a blue mosaic barrel vault glass ceiling that curves above a vast hall and a spiral staircase 
bathed in watery green light. In a clue to the location’s present-day function 21st century businesspeople breakfast beneath chandeliers that hang like frozen jellyfish. This is 
the film’s real-world lynchpin, Haus Atlantis, an Expressionist building built in 1931 in Bremen, designed by the artist Bernard Hoetger and commissioned by businessman 
Ludwig Roselius in order to “restore the self esteem of the German people”.  Both Hoetger and Roselius were inspired by Herman Wirth, the co-founder of the Nazi cultural 
think tank Ahnenerbe. A fringe figure within academia at the time, he believed that Germans originated in Atlantis and were thus the founders of civilisation. The building was 
conceived as an exhibition space for Roselius’ collection of prehistoric artefacts and was meant to function as a cultural foundation combining Nordic mythology, pseudo-
science and futuristic architecture that aimed to embody racial superiority. Today, after being heavily damaged during WWII, Haus Atlantis forms part of a Radisson Hotel 
where it is being used and rented for conferences. While the monstrous sculpture of Odin (the Nordic god of war) that once graced its façade has gone, traces of its original 
purpose remain, including the glass-roofed Hall of Heaven (Himmelsaal) to which visitors would be lead on a spiritual journey from the bottom of the sea, where the ruins 
of Atlantis lay. It was essentially a temple to the superiority of the Germanic race, whose revival, according to Hoetger, Roselius and Wirth, would be achieved through the 
power of its ancient past. The notorious 1937 exhibition Degenerate Art, organised by the Nazi party to lampoon modern art, has cemented an art historical narrative that 
Nazism excluded the new ideas of expressionism and irrationality that Hoetger’s art embraced. Projects like Haus Atlantis however tell a different story, pointing to a time 
when Hoetger’s concerns overlapped with a national socialist interest in Nordic identity, soil and ancient forms. Like its architectural touchstone, the film Haus Atlantis weaves 
together fragments of history and myth into a seductive fantasy. It circles a moment of flux, before events had been fixed in history books and ancient myths and occult ideas 
held prominent figures like Roselius and Hoetger in thrall. Mirroring their unconventional approach to the past, the film freely picks and mixes shades from bygone ages 
with visions of a yet to come civilisation, creating something new out of the old and the futuristic.





TET-Stadt (2016)
16mm film, B&W / sound, 5:42 min

TET-Stadt takes the viewer on a journey through a majestic white buildings topped or fronted by pyramid structures, 
suggesting a city of pharaohs. It’s actually a recreation of a model of a 1917 Egyptian-themed urban project, conceived by 
the German biscuit manufacturer Hermann Bahlsen and designed by the Expressionist artist Bernhard Hoetger. Though 
the original model was lost, almost seamlessly interwoven with Russo’s own footage are shots of Egyptian structures from 
Germanen gegen Pharaonen, a propaganda film from 1939 by Anton Kutter, which proposed that the pyramids were of 
Germanic origin. When Hoetger first turned to Egyptian motifs for inspiration 20 years earlier however, the wave of 
Egyptian revival architecture and design sweeping across his homeland, was yet to be used to more sinister arguments 
concerning racial superiority.  In its mix of elements and references to different periods, from the antique past to the 
ideologically turbulent opening decades of the 20th century, the film reflects on a state of a social consciousness and 
identity in transit between a lost past and utopian future.
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The Wet House by Penny Woolcock



Externsteine
(2012), HD video, 44 min 

Externsteine takes as its subject the rock formation in north Germany which attracts both neo-Pagans, new-Agers and neo-
Nazis to seasonal celebrations, in which each cult relates Externsteine’s extraordinary landscape to their own version of 
ecological, spiritual and political mythology. Although the pre-history of these rocks is largely unknown and archaeological digs 
have turned up little, Himmler nevertheless identified the site as sacred to the ancient Germans. Pulled into the bizarre space 
where Nazism and occult pseudo-history overlapped, the actual history of Externsteine was overshadowed by an entirely 
imagined ancient Teutonic history. Using documentary and semi-fictional means,“Externsteine”unravels how German 
Romanticism, contemporary political extremism and new-age spiritualism rework different ideas about history, myth, nature, 
community and human identity. While presenting documentary encounters with individuals connected with the site – anti-
Nazi officials, historians, archeologists etc– it also plunges the viewer into a semi-fictional encounter with the landscape and 
those who inhabit it, spinning the archaic practices of present-day cultists into a narrative of utopian communities of the 
future. The film examines how secular, rationalist culture struggles to acknowledge or answer the continuing attraction of 
mythical and fundamentalist ideas, at a time when nationalism and irrationalism appear to be experiencing a revival.



Skin (here) (2018),  by Olivia du Vergier 



Target: 090313 977 (2009)
 HD video, 13:15 min 

Target: 090313 977 explores the application of Remote Viewing – the psychic ability to see and describe remote geographical 
locations, or ‘targets’ – developed by the CIA during the Cold War for intelligence-gathering purposes. The work centres on an 
attempt by a Remote Viewer to psychically access an undisclosed target using only a set of coordinates as a reference.  A printed 
image of the target remains hidden in a sealed envelope nearby, to be revealed only at the session’s end. For this experiment, 
however, the artist presented the Viewer with a challenge that had never been tried before. Unlike in most RV experiments, 
which aim to identify geographical targets on the Earth’s surface that can independently verified, in this case the target is a site in 
outer space - on the dark side of the Moon. During the Viewing, the Remote Viewer’s impressions were documented and then 
delivered to a professional sci-fi movie model maker, who was commissioned to build a model based on the visual descriptions 
provided. The resulting sculpture presents a fictional lunar landscape based on psychic information, where a poetic and fictional 
proposition becomes more tangible than an actual physical place. As such, the work explores the mechanism of interpretation 
from wholly new standpoint, rendering a psychic process of data gathering into a concrete sculptural form. Remote Viewing was 
originally developed during the Cold War as part of the Stargate Project, a CIA sponsored research programme into potential 
military applications of paranormal phenomena. In a series of experiments conducted by the physicists Russell Targ and Harold 
Puthoff, human subjects of a range of psychic ability were asked to follow a protocol during which they had to view and then give 
information about remote geographical targets such as roads buildings, and laboratory apparatus. The accuracy of the 
descriptions was astonishing, and far beyond what might be accounted for by coincidence. Targ and Puthoff’s results suggested 
that Remote Viewing is a latent and widely found perceptual ability which can be taught and practiced by anyone.’
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